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From: HODGE, Catherine
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Cc: WATSON, Michel; FOI; BEATH, Keron; BLACK, Amy
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Hi Grace,
 
Sorry for the delay, comments on allocation below.
 
Kind regards,
Cathy
 


From: SINCLAIR, Grace <Grace.SINCLAIR@Health.gov.au> 
Sent: Monday, 25 October 2021 8:39 AM
To: HODGE, Catherine <Catherine.Hodge@health.gov.au>
Cc: WATSON, Michel <Michel.WATSON@health.gov.au>; FOI <FOI@health.gov.au>; BEATH, Keron <Keron.Beath@health.gov.au>
Subject: FOR COMMENT 25 October 2021 - DM Allocation [SEC=OFFICIAL]
 
Good morning Cathy,
 
We have received the following FOI requests due next week.
 
Could you please confirm that Marcelle will be the appropriate decision maker and that you do not hold any documents in relation to these requests?
 


 FOI Applicant Scope Request date Due date Comments


1.  FOI-2903 Roxanne Pellegrino
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-COV-2
Delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron microscope
2. Documentation where the isolated SARS-COV-2
Delta virus sample mentioned in point 1 is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle is decision
maker.


2.  FOI-2905 Cameron Smith
(Individuals)


1 Documentation proving the isolation of the Sars-CoV
2 strains that have been reported to the Australian
public which, is to be confirmed by the means of a
purified viral sample being imaged with an electronic
microscope.
2 Documentation of the controlled scientific
experiments of lab, animal and human where the
isolation of each of the Sars-CoV2 strains as mentioned
in question 1 is exposed to healthy animals and
humans and shown to cause the disease "Covid 19"
3 Where is the government receiving its health advice
from and relevant actions to be taken against the
Australian Public


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker as 2 of 3 qs relate
to LHSS.
 
Q3 is very broad scope
and extends beyond
LHSS.


3.  FOI-2906 Stephen Manoni
(Individuals)


1 Documentation proving isolation of the Sars-CoV-2
Delta Strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged by an electron microscope
2 Documentation a controlled scientific experiment in
humans and animals where the isolated Sars-CoV-2
Delta virus mentioned in point 1 is exposed to healthy
human beings or animals is shown to cause disease


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


4.  FOI-2918 Trent Head
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-CoV-2
Delta variant, which is confirmed by means of a
purified viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope? 
2.Documentation where the isolated SARS-CoV-2 Delta
variant mentioned in question 1, is exposed to healthy
humans or animals and showed to cause the disease
COVID-19?


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


5.  FOI-2919 Silas Brown
(Individuals)


One document that establishes and provides 100%
scientific factual evidence beyond all
reasonable doubt that the Covid-19 Virus otherwise
known as SARS-CoV-2 actually
exists and has:
1. Been isolated;
2. Undergone and satisfied the Koch’s Postulates;
3. Identified that the contagion and severity on a living
man and woman is worthy of a pandemic alert phase 6
including a state of emergency.


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


6.  FOI-2931 Matt Krausz
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-
CoV-2 Delta strain which is confirmed by means
of a purified viral sample being imaged under
and electron microscope


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker
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2. Documentation where the isolated SARS-Cov-2
Delta virus sample mentioned in point 1 is
exposed to healthy humans or animals and is
shown to cause the disease COVID 19


7.  FOI-2932 Laurence Harris
(Individuals)


Documentation from the Australian Department of
Health and the Therapeutic Goods Administration
or any other relevant government department on
the isolation of the SARS-CoV-2 (Delta
variant),or any other Variant which:


1.    Is confirmed by means of a purified viral
sample, being imaged with an electron
microscope.


2.    Documentation where the isolated SARS-
CoV-2 Delta virus or any other Variant sample
mentioned in point 1 is exposed to healthy
humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19.


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


8.  FOI-3041 Bianca Perry
(Individuals)


Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-Cov-2
delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope.
Documentation where the isolation SARS-Cov-2 virus
delta strain sampled mentioned in point 1 is exposed
to healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


9.  FOI-3143 Jacek Minda
(Individuals)


Documentation proving isolation of the Sars-CoV-2
Delta strain, which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope.
Documentation (a controlled scientific experiment in
humans or animals), where the isolated Sars-CoV-2
Delta virus sample (mentioned in point 1) is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease "Covid-19. 
Documentation proving isolation of the original Sars-
CoV-2 or any strain thereafter, which is confirmed by
means of a purified viral sample being imaged wfth an
electron microscope. 
4.           Documentation (a controlled scientific
experiment in humans or animals), where the
isolated Sars-CoV-2 virus or strain thereafter the
original sample (mentioned in point 3) is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease "Covid-19".
The time period I date range the applicant would like
to search within: 1st September 2019 - 30th August
2021 
Searches for relevant documents


30.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


10.  FOI-3142 Michelle Maroun
(Industry/Community
Group)


Documents pertaining the recommendation, basis of
effectiveness and approval and by which governing
bodies that authorised providers responsible for
administering the covid vaccines to reduce the time
frame between 1st and 2nd doses of both the Pfizer
and AZ vaccine.


30.09.21 01.11.21 Not for Marcelle’s
branch or LHSS – suggest
TGA or Vaccine
Taskforce


11.  FOI-3146 Darren Quinn
(Other)


Information the Australian Government and its elected
health ministers are relying upon to determine this to
be a pandemic and that justifies their actions taken to
handle such.


30.09.21 01.11.21 Not for LHSS – suggest
using previous wording
by Biosecurity Legal?
 
Can another area be
decision maker please


12.  FOI-2896 Bradley Anderton
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-Cov-2
delta strain which is confirmed by the means of a
purified viral sample being Imaged by an electron
microscope. 


2. Documentation were the isolated SARS-Cov-2 delta
strain sample mentioned in point 1. Is exposed to
healthy humans and animals and shown to cause the
disease Covid-19. 


3. Documentation of deaths in Australia were SARS-
Cov-2 delta strain sample mentioned in point 1. Which
is shown to cause the disease Covid-19 was the only
factor of death and there were no underlying health
issues or accidents. 


4. Documentation which states the legality if an
employer or government agency mandates, I have the
Covid-19 vaccine or otherwise have my employment
terminated is legal, just, fair and is above board in line
with my constitutional rights. 


31.08.21 01.11.21 Qs 1 and 2 are for LHSS.
Nil docs.
 
Q3 – suggest Kate P /
epi.coronavirus
 
Qs 4 and 5 – Vaccine
taskforce?? Not for LHSS
 
Marcelle can sign but
the line area for 4/5 is
also welcome to sign if
they wish.







5. Documentation that Vaccinations for covid-19 have
been fully researched, the long term affects known. 


13.  FOI-2914 Aaron Hamilton-Triebels
(Individuals)


PCR testing and covid vaccine related 28.08.21 01.11.21 Already confirmed this
sits with Marcelle


14.  FOI-2930 Cassandra
(Individuals)


Firstly I want to see documentation proving isolation
of the SARS COV2 Delta strain which is confirmed by
means of a purified viral sample being imaged with an
electron microscope. 
Secondly I also want to see documentation showing
where the isolated SARS COV 2 Delta virus sample
mentioned above is exposed to healthy humans or
animals, and shown to cause the disease COVID 19.


31.08.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


15.  FOI-2936 Jerzy Golec
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of SARS COV-2
including any strain/s which is/are confirmed by means
of purified viral sample being imaged with electron
microscope.
2.  Documentation where the isolated SARS COV-2
virus and all possible strains samples mentioned in
point 1 is/are exposed to healthy humans or animals
and shown to cause the disease COVID-19.


01.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


16.  FOI-2940 Jon Lemur
(Individuals)


Test results and documented evidence, including
medical and scientific documented evidence that
Coronavirus (COVID-19), SARS CoV 2, Delta variant or
coronavirus 2
Exists, can be isolated and identified and they can
separately identify the Delta strain


01.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


17.  FOI-2941 Elias Sassine
(Individuals)


Information on the isolation of the SARS-Cov-2 (Delta
variant), which:


1. is isolates by means of a purified viral sample,
being imaged with an electron microscope


2. Documentation where the isolated SARS-Co-2
Delta virus sample mentioned in point 1 is
exposed to healthy humans or animals and
shown to cause the disease COVID-19


01.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


18.  FOI-2943 Joe Tripodi
(Individuals)


COVID 19 information
COVID 19 evidence/proof of existence


01.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


19.  FOI-2945 Tonia Redding
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS
COVID 2 Delta strain by a purified viral sample
being imaged under and electronic microscope


2. Documentation where the isolated SARS COVID
2 Delta strain virus sample mentioned in point 1
is exposed to healthy humans or animals and is
shown to cause the virus disease COVID 19


01.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


20.  FOI-2942 Mauricio Astorga
(Individuals)


Can you please provide me with the medical/science
study the government used to justify that facemask
prevents transmission of the COVID-19 or COVID-19
delta strain.
Please provide me with the study the government
used to justify that facemask does not cause any harm
towards adults and children.


01.09.21 01.11.21 Not for Marcelle.
 
Suggest ICEG Secretariat
and Carolyn’s branch


21.  FOI-2947 Russell Marsh
(Individuals)


 Under the 98 freedom or information act I
request


1. Documentation providing information of the
proof of isolation of the SARS-CoV-2 delta
strain which is confirmed by a purified viral
sample which is being imaged with an electron
microscope.  


2. Documentation where the isolated SARS-CoV-
delta strain virus sample mentioned in point one )
is exposed to healthy humans or animals and
shown to cause the disease COVID 9 


02.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


22.  FOI-2949 Reece Brown
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the
SARS-COV-2, Delta strain or any COV-2
strain for that matter which is
confirmed by means of a purified viral sample
being imaged with an electron
microscope.


2. Documentation where the isolated SARS-
COV-2 Delta virus or any SARS-COV-2 strain
sample for that matter, mentioned in
point (1) is exposed to healthy humans or
animals and shown to cause the disease
COVID-19


02.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker







23.  FOI-2950 Taylah Clavell
(Individuals)


Number 1: Documentation proving isolation of the
SARS-CoV-2 delta strain which is confirmed by means
of a purified viral sample being imaged with an
electron microscope.
Number 2: Documentation where the isolated SARS-
CoV-2 delta virus sample mentioned in point 1 is
exposed to healthy humans or animals and is shown to
cause the disease Covid-19.


02.09.21 01.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


24.  FOI-3148 Cheryl Cooper
(Individuals)


The scientific evidence or a hyperlink to the published
research used by the Australian Health Protection
Principal Health Committee to support the claim that
the lockdowns have resulted in a statistically
significant reduction in community transmission of
SARS-COV2 infections


02.10.21 01.11.21 Not for LHSS – suggest
AHPPC Secretariat and
Carolyn’s branch


25.  FOI-3065 Steven Balocco
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving the isolation of the SARS
COVID 2 DELTA STRAIN which is confirmed by means
of a purified viral sample being imaged with am
electronic microscope.
2.  Documentation where the isolated SARS COVID 2
DELTA STRAIN virus sample mentioned in point 1 is
exposed to healthy humans or animals and is shown to
cause the disease covid 19.


03.09.21 02.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Marcelle can be decision
maker


26.  FOI-2958 Bev Keyes
(Individuals)


• There has been evidence that the isolated virus
known as SARS-COV-2 causes the disease known as
COVID-19 and or any variants of this virus and their
names/classification, or;
• The four criteria known as Koch’s postulates have
been satisfied to show that the virus known as SARS-
COV-2 causes the disease known as COVID-19 and or
any variants of this virus and their names/
classification, and;
• There has been documentable and real-life cases
asymptomatic transmission of the virus known as
SARS-COV-2, and or any variants of the virus and their
names/classification and;
• There is a scientifically accurate test, which can
detect the existence of the virus known as SARS-COV-2
and or any variants of this virus and their names/
classification.


04.09.21 03.11.21 Points 1, 2 and 4 – for
LHSS, Nil docs, Megan
can be decision maker
 
Point 3 – suggest Kate
Pennington /
epi.coronavirus


27.  FOI-2959 James Salmond
(Right to Know)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS COV2
Delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron microscope
2. Documentation where the isolated SARSCOV2 Delta
virus sample mentioned in point (1) is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19


04.09.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


28.  FOI-2963 Melissa Brown
(Individuals)


Information in relation to SARS-Cov-2 (COVID-19) and
the COVID-19 Vaccinations (Pfizer, AstraZeneca, and
Moderna):
- Official evidence of the original SARS-Cov-2 virus, and
the official recognition of the varying strains, with
official scientific evidence such as virus isolation;
- The official and proven documentation, analysis, and
research undertaken to confirm the likelihood of
contracting the SARS-Cov-2 virus, the current
confirmed data of SARS-Cov-2 virus causing death, and
the confirmed data of survival and recovery rate of the
SARS-Cov-2 virus;
- The safety, control, and quality testing of all three
COVID-19 vaccinations listed above for periods 0-
5years and/or 0-10years;
- The list of adverse reactions generated from all three
vaccines listed above before they were rolled out to
the public, along with the current list of adverse
reaction generated from all three vaccines listed above
post roll out to the public;
- Official documentation stating the efficiency, and
effectiveness of all three vaccines listed above;
- Could you please also provide information on the
legal status of the COVID-19 vaccinations listed above,
and whether they are still in the experimental stage;
- Could you please provide a full, and complete list of
all ingredients used in each COVID-19 vaccine listed
above, and if an are toxic to the human body, or been
associated with causing a toxic reaction to the human
body of any kind;


04.09.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Can
standard LHSS words
please be used for point
1.
 
Megan cannot sign, as
majority of content sits
with other areas of the
department.







- Information on the requirement that the COVID-19
vaccinations listed above needed to use mRNA gene
altering technology; and
- Supporting and official documentation that myself, or
any other person in my household will not be under
any duress from the Government or any other
“agency”, future or current employer, medical
personnel, or any other agency body


29.  FOI-2965 Marcus Reece Syson
(Individuals)


Isolation of 2019-nCov (novel corona virus 2019) /
SARS-CoV-2 (the novel coronavirus that causes
coronavirus disease 2019) – B.1.617.2 [Delta] Variant


04.09.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


30.  FOI-2966 Benny Rinaldi
(Right to Know)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-COV-2,
Delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron microscope
2. Documentation where the isolated SARSCOV2 Delta
virus sample mentioned in point (1) is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19


04.09.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


31.  FOI-3153 Simon Cleary
(Individuals)


1. Can you please provide me documentation proving
the isolation of the SARS Covid-19 (Covid Delta strain)
confirmed by means of of a purified viral sample being
imaged with an electron microscope.
2. Documentation where the isolated SARS Covid Delta
Virus sample mentioned in point 1 is exposed to
healthy humans or animals is shown to cause the
disease Covid-19.


04.10.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


32.  FOI-3154 Annunziata Cinque
(Individuals)


One/all document/s that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, of the test procedure being used in
Australia that 100% positively identifies COVID-19
otherwise known as SARS-CoV-2 (not any other type of
Corona Virus) in a living human, beyond a reasonable
doubt.
One/all document/s that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, of the test procedure being used in
Australia that 100% positively identifies COVID-19 the
delta variant otherwise known as SARS-CoV-2 (not any
other type of Corona Virus) in a living human, beyond
a reasonable doubt. 
One/all document/s that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, of the test procedure being used in
Australia that 100% postiiviely identifies COVID-19 any
other know variant otherwise known as SARS-CoV-2
(not any other type of Corona Virus) in a living human,
beyond a reasonable doubt.
One/all document/s that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, that the COVID-19 vaccinations
(Astra  Zeneca, Pfizer, Moderna, and Novavax) are: 
- 100% safe
- The types of pre-existing medical conditions this has
been trialled on
- How these vaccines affect the health and
development of women expecting or becoming
pregnant 
One/all documents that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, that a COVID-19 vaccination
developed by any pharmaceutical and is being
administered in Australia will 
One/all document/s that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, that not receiving a COVID-19
vaccination will result in an unvaccinated person
(male, female, child, or infant) of any and all age
groups 0-100+ becoming 
- Severely ill from COVID-19, the Delta variant, and/or
any other known variant.
- Requiring ICU care.
- Death.
A copy of the safety data sheet outlining all the known
side effects, adverse reactions, and deaths resulting
from a COVID-19 vaccination.


04.10.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs
from LHSS, please check
with TGA if they wish to
be decision  maker
considering the
highlighted qs on
vaccines.
 
Megan can be decision
maker, if required and if
time allows.


33.  FOI-3155 Nicole Right to Know
(Right to Know)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS COV2
Delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope.
2. Documentation where the isolated SARSCOV2 Delta
virus sample mentioned in point (1) is exposed to


04.10.21 03.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker







healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19.


34.  FOI-3220 Marie Appelbee
(Individuals)


I am seeking all documents including studies/clinical
trial data that demonstrates that the mRNA encoding
the SARS-Cov-2 spike protein in the Pfizer or Moderna
COVID 19 vaccines or the DNA encoding the SARS-Cov-
2 spike protein in the Astra Zeneca vaccine DOES NOT
become introgressed into human DNA after its
injection and expression. Particularly, into the DNA of
human germ cells, since the mRNA has been shown in
biodistribution studies to accumulate at the highest
concentration in the ovaries.


04.10.21 03.11.21 Suggest TGA


35.  FOI-2969 Yolande Bolte
(Individuals)


One (1) document that shows and provides scientific
factual evidence, of the testing procedure being used
in Australia that 100% positively identifies Covid-19
otherwise know as SARS-CoV-2 (not any other type of
Corona Virus) in a living human, beyond any
reasonable doubt


05.09.21 04.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


36.  FOI-3172 matthew peos
(Right to Know)


Please refer to my request for any official documents
presenting the official information of the Sars 2/ Covid
19 virus. I specifically request the documents relating
to the isolation of the Covid 19 virus and sub strains as
presented to medical bodies for assessment in relation
to any supposed vaccine and their benefits and/or side
effects.
I specifically wish to see the submitted Department of
Health records of independent research into an
isolated form of Sars2 and/or Covid 19 and sub strains.
I specifically wish to see the Department of Health's
independent documentation relating to the isolation
of the Sars 2 / Covid 19 biological viral entity and the
captured vision via electron microscope and/or any
other method of capturing vision of the Covid 19 virus
at molecular level.
I specifically wish to see documentation related to the
assessment of the Covid 19 Viral biological entity in
relation to the mandate of Covid 19 vaccines as
recommended to Business and/or advice given to
business seeking to mandate vaccines for workers.


05.10.21 04.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker
 
LHSS cannot comment
on parts related to
vaccines (highlighted).


37.  FOI-2977 Romeo Armone
(Individuals)


Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-CoV-2
Delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample imaged with an electron microscope
Documentation were the isolated SARS-CoV-2 Delta
virus sample mentioned in point (1) is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19


06.09.21 05.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


38.  FOI-2979 David Mckinnon
(Individuals)


1: Documentation proving isolation of the SARS COV2
Delta strain which is confirmation by means of a
purified viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope
2:  Documentation where the isolated SARS COV2
Delta virus sample mentioned in point 1 is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease COVID-19    


06.09.21 05.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


39.  FOI-2980 Stefan Veljovic
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the sars-cov-2
delta strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron microscope
2. Documentation where the isolated sars-cov-2 delta
virus sample mentioned in point 1 is exposed to
healthy humans or animals and shown to cause the
disease covid-19


06.09.21 05.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


40.  FOI-3071 Natalie Newman-Martin
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS COV-2
Delta Strain which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope. 
2. Documentation where the isolated SARS COV-2
Delta virus sample mentioned in point one is exposed
to healthy humans or animals and is shown to cause
the disease COVID 19. 


06.09.21 05.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker


41.  FOI-3211 Marc Buttigieg
(Individuals)


1. Documentation proving isolation of the SARS-CoV-2
Delta variant which is confirmed by means of a purified
viral sample being imaged with an electron
microscope.
2. Documentation where the isolated SARS-CoV-2
Delta variant sample mentioned in point one is


06.10.21 05.11.21 LHSS comment: Nil docs,
Megan can be decision
maker







exposed to healthy humans or animals and shown to
cause the disease covid-19.


 
 
Kind regards
 
Grace Sinclair
 
Case Officer – FOI and Legislation Support Section


Legal & Assurance Division |  Corporate Operations Group
Legal Advice & Legislation Branch
Australian Government Department of Health
E:grace.sinclair@health.gov.au
Location: Sirius Building
GPO Box 9848, Canberra ACT 2601, Australia
 
The Department of Health acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of Australia and their continued connection to land, sea and community. We pay our respects
to all Elders past and present. 
 
If you receive this email in error, please delete it and contact the sender immediately.
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